
Hello 7th grade science class,  

First, I would like to tell you that it is an honor to teach you guys. You all 
have made my first year, at Porter Middle School, one of the greatest 
experiences of my life. Thank you for all that you do. Each of you hold a 
special place in my heart.  

For this week, I have decided to give you the opportunity to complete any 
assignments that you were not able to complete within these first 4 weeks 
of learning from home.  

I have attached all information from week 1 to week 4. All of your readings 
are attached. Your discussion questions are listed. Your daily journals are 
listed.  

If you have any questions or need me to send you a quiz or biweekly, 
please feel free to email me. If you have any questions, please continue 
to reach out. I am here!  

Lastly, I would like to ask you to continue to be safe!  

I miss you all!  

Mrs. Manning  
Week of 03/23/2020  

Standards: E.7.9A.2; E.7.9A.6  



Lesson: Causes of Weather SystemsTools  

Monday, March 23, 2020  

• Read Air Masses & Weather section  

• Discussion Question:  

o In your own words, describe the term “weather” and how cold fronts  

and warm front affect 
it.  

o Response should be a minimum of 100 words.  

o Email your response to jerviecemanning@cantonschools.net.  

▪ Due Tuesday, March 24, 2020  

Tuesday, March 24, 2020  

• View the video “Water Cycle Explained for Kids”  
o 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7OkKEbOc6E  

• Read section “Weather & the Water Cycle”  

Wednesday, March 25, 2020  

• Read “Weather” section  
• I should have all discussion responses by Wednesday (originally due on 
Tuesday).  

o I will email responses from you to a classmate. You will need to  
respond to your classmate’s discussion question. Use today’s 
reading as a resource to add to your response. You are required to 
respond with a minimum of 75 words.  

▪ Responses are due by Friday, March 27, 2020.  
• Discussion question is worth 100 points. Your initial 



response plus the response to your peer.  
• Be sure to view the video at the end of the lesson. (Copy and paste the link 
into your browser)  

Thursday, March 26, 2020  

• Read the lesson topic “Severe Weather  
• Complete worksheet (Due Friday, March 27, 2020)  
• Compete quiz (Due Friday, March 27, 2020)  

Friday, March 22, 2020  

Completed assignments are due by Friday  

• Discussion Question with response  
• Worksheet  
• Quiz (Separate Attachment)  

Monday, March 23, 2020  

• Read Air Masses & Weather section  

• Discussion Question:  

o In your own words, describe the term “weather” and how cold fronts  

and warm front affect 
it.  

o Response should be a minimum of 100 words.  

o Email your response to jerviecemanning@cantonschools.net.  

▪ Due Tuesday, March 24, 2020  

Finish Air Masses & 
Weather  



Weather describes the temperature, wind, precipitation, clouds, and humidity that 
happen in a particular place at a particular time. Weather changes are caused by the 
interaction of air masses. Understanding air pressure and other factors of air masses 
is important in explaining and predicting weather.  

Weather and the Atmosphere  
The thin layer of air that surrounds the Earth is known as the atmosphere. The 
atmosphere is where all weather occurs.  

Weather can change daily, and different parts of the world have different weather at 
the same time. This is because the atmospheric conditions of different locations 

can be very different from one another at any given time. Role of 
Atmospheric Pressure  
Warmer air has less pressure than cooler air. Warm air molecules are spread out, so 
they do not place a lot of pressure on the area beneath. Cool air molecules are closer 
together and place more pressure on the area beneath. Air masses flow from areas of 
high pressure to areas of low pressure, so cooler air often replaces warmer air. It is 
during this process that wind is produced.  

Cooler air is denser and sinks toward the surface, while the warmer and less dense air 
rises.  

Image courtesy of NOAA/NWS  

Uneven heating is the cause of weather processes like pressure differences, wind, 
temperature differences, and stable and unstable air conditions. Low pressure areas 



tend to have stormy weather and stronger winds. High pressure areas tend to have 

fair weather and light winds. Fronts  
Large air masses can have different densities, temperatures, and pressures. These 
air masses can come into contact with each other. When this happens, a front has 
formed. Sometimes a cold air mass meets a warm air mass. Its colder and denser 
air moves beneath the air of the warmer air mass. This is a cold front. In other 
conditions, a faster-moving warm air mass overtakes and rises above cooler air. This 
is called a warm front.  
As the images show, clouds often form at the border of these fronts. When the warm 
air rises, lower pressure zones form and precipitation often results. In general, when 
cold fronts pass over an area, rain occurs followed shortly with cool air and clear 
skies. Warm fronts pass over areas slower, so rain lasts longer before clear skies 
arrive.  
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Tools  
Tuesday, March 24, 2020  

• View the video “Water Cycle Explained for Kids”  
o 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7OkKEbOc6E  

• Read section “Weather & the Water Cycle”  

Finish Weather & the Water 
Cycle  

The word weather is used to mean the conditions in Earth's atmosphere at a given 
place at a given time. Weather includes temperature, precipitation, humidity, and cloud 
formation. Much of the weather is related to the water cycle.  

The weather that an area experiences depends on many things, including 
atmospheric movements (movement of air masses in the atmosphere). 
Atmospheric movements can be affected by the geography of an area. Geography 



is a place's location on Earth and the place's features, such as landforms and 
bodies of water.  

Because landforms and bodies of water affect the movement of air in the 

atmosphere, the geography of an area affects the weather there. Landforms  
Landforms, such as mountains, are important to the weather and climate of an area 
because of the effect that they have on rainfall.  

For example, when rain clouds blow in from the coast toward mountain ranges, the 
mountains force the clouds to move upward in the atmosphere. Since the amount of 
heat in the atmosphere decreases as the distance from the Earth increases, the 
water in the clouds cools as the clouds move upward. The cooled water droplets 
condense, and the water is released as rain on the near side of the mountains.  

Places that are located on the side of a mountain opposite a large body of water tend to have a very dry 
climate.  

Because the rain falls before it crosses the mountain, the far side usually 

receives very little rain. Bodies of Water  
Water bodies are important because clouds form over water bodies as the water 
evaporates. Places near water bodies tend to have more rain because the clouds 
produced then release the water as rain.  



As the Sun heats the ocean, water evaporates and then forms 
clouds.  

The oceans are also important because of the winds that travel across them. These 
winds have set patterns and this affects the climate of areas that are in the wind's 
path. At the coast, sea breezes blow in from the sea during the day, and normally 
blow toward the sea at night. This is a daily trend that is part of the coastal area's 
climate.  
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Wednesday, March 25, 2020  

• Read “Weather” section  
• I should have all discussion responses by Wednesday (originally due on 
Tuesday).  

o I will email responses from you to a classmate. You will need to  
respond to your classmate’s discussion question. Use today’s 
reading as a resource to add to your response. You are required to 
respond with a minimum of 75 words.  

▪ Responses are due by Friday, March 27, 2020.  
• Discussion question is worth 100 points. Your initial 
response plus the response to your peer.  

• Be sure to view the video at the end of the lesson. (Copy and paste the link 
into your browser)  

Weather  



Weather describes the conditions in Earth's atmosphere at a given place at a given time. 
Temperature, precipitation, humidity, and cloud formation are aspects of weather, and they 
can be measured and predicted using appropriate tools and models.  

The Sun is the primary source of energy that drives the weather on Earth. The 
weather that an area experiences depends on many things, including atmospheric 
conditions, movements of air masses in the atmosphere, and the geography of an 
area. Geography is a place's location on Earth and the place's features, such as 
landforms and bodies of water.  

Meteorologists use weather maps and other models to plot and predict the 
movement of high and low pressure systems that lead to changes in weather. They 
also use many different tools to take direct measurements of weather conditions and 

how they are changing over time. Weather Conditions  
Weather is the combined effect of a variety of measurable conditions in the 
atmosphere. The following is a list of some important weather conditions and the 
tools used to measure them.  

• Barometric pressure, or air pressure, is the weight of the air above a certain point. 
High-pressure air is denser than low-pressure air. Air pressure is measured using a 
barometer.  
• Relative humidity is a measurement of the amount of water vapor present in the air. 
Humidity is measured as a percentage using either a hygrometer or a sling 
psychrometer.  
• Wind is the air moving over the surface of the Earth. Wind speed is measured using 
an anemometer. Wind direction can be measured using a wind vane.  
• Precipitation is any form of water coming from the atmosphere to the Earth's surface. 
The amount of precipitation can be measured using a rain gauge or a snow gauge.  
• Temperature is the degree of hotness or coldness of the air. Air temperature is 

measured using a thermometer. Predicting Weather  
While meteorologists can use computer models and other methods to forecast future 
weather conditions, these are just predictions about what will happen. Weather 
conditions are always changing because weather is a complex interaction among 
many different variables that are constantly changing. This causes weather to change 
daily, and it can make predicting weather very difficult. There is always some level of 
uncertainty in all of the predictions that meteorologists make about the weather.  



For example, suppose that the air in a location becomes very humid and also begins 
to cool down at the same time. Based on these conditions, it would be reasonable to 
predict that it might rain. This does not mean that it will rain, but it is very likely 
based on the current conditions.  

As the Sun heats water on the surface of the Earth, the water evaporates and then forms clouds. These clouds may result 
in  

precipitation. Factors Influencing Weather and 
Climate  
The climate of an area is defined based on the weather patterns of the area. For 
example, saying that today was warm and sunny is describing the weather. 
Saying that conditions in summer are normally warm and sunny is describing the 
climate. The climate of a region is influenced by many factors including:  

• The amount of energy received from the Sun—Regions that receive more direct 
sunlight tend to be warmer.  
• Patterns in the movement of air masses (fronts)—Air masses carry moisture and 
can change the weather conditions.  
• Elevation—Locations at higher elevations tend to be cooler because the atmosphere 
at higher elevations is less dense and it holds less heat.  
• Proximity to mountains—Mountains can block rain from reaching some areas.  
• Proximity to water and the water cycle—Areas near water tend to receive more 
precipitation and have more moderate temperatures year round.  
• Living things—Forests and other vegetation can cover large areas, changing the 
amount of light absorbed beneath them and therefore heating or cooling the area.  



No two areas are affected by these conditions in the exact same way. This means 

that no two areas have the exact same climate or weather patterns. Video: 
Weather and Climate  
The video below summarizes weather and 
climate.  

https://cdn.app.edmentum.com/EdAssets/3ada30661089487c8ea46be2ed816640?t
s =637201273186300000  
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Thursday, March 26, 2020  

• Read the lesson topic “Severe Weather  
• Complete worksheet (Due Friday, March 27, 2020)  
• Compete quiz (Due Friday, March 27, 2020)  

Finis
h  

Severe Weather  

There are many types of severe weather, and they can all be dangerous to humans and 
the environment. The main types of severe weather include thunderstorms, hurricanes, 
and tornadoes  

Thunderstorms  
A thunderstorm is a type of severe weather that brings hail, lightning, thunder, heavy 
rain, and strong winds. Thunderstorms often form when a cold air mass collides with 
air that is warm and moist. These kinds of storms are most likely to occur during the 
spring and early summer.  



The lightning that can occur during thunderstorms can be helpful because it adds 
nitrogen to the soil. However, thunderstorms can be harmful when they cause 
flooding, fires (from lightning), or downed power lines. In a thunderstorm, it is best to 
stay inside and not to stand under trees. Formation of Thunderstorms  

For thunderstorms to form, there must be moisture, unstable air masses, and an 
upward motion of air. Earth's oceans provide most of the moisture needed for 
thunderstorms. When there is a large temperature difference between warm, moist 
surface air and cold, dry air higher in the atmosphere, air can move either up or down 
as shown below.  

Image courtesy of NOAA  

This causes upward motion when air warmed at the surface rises because it is less 
dense than the air above it. Also, when fronts meet, air can be pushed upward as 
shown below. In the case of a cold front or a warm front, warm air is lifted upward 
and clouds are formed close to the front. This can cause thunderstorms.  



Hurricane
s  
A hurricane is a large storm that forms over warm ocean waters, usually during the 
summer or fall. It is made up of very strong winds (over 74 mph), which spiral 
inward. The center of a hurricane, or the "eye," is usually the calmest part of the 
storm.  

As a hurricane moves toward land, it produces strong winds, heavy rains, and large 
waves. These can all cause damage to buildings, habitats, and wildlife in coastal 
communities.  

Before a hurricane hits, people living in coastal areas should board up the windows 
on their homes, and then evacuate and move inland if possible. During the 
hurricane, it is important to stay indoors, away from any windows. Cars and mobile 
homes are not safe places to be during a hurricane because they can be blown 
about by the strong winds. Formation of Hurricanes  

Like thunderstorms, there needs to be moisture, unstable air masses, and an upward 
motion of air in order for hurricanes to form. However, hurricanes also require a 



spinning motion produced as air is sucked toward the center. The image below shows 
what is needed for hurricane formation.  

Image courtesy of NOAA  

Tornadoes  
A tornado is a type of severe weather known for its funnel-shaped cloud and high 
winds. Tornadoes are some of the most destructive types of severe weather. Very 
violent tornadoes can reach wind speeds of up to 300 mph.  

Tornadoes can cause damage to buildings, cars, bridges, and trees. During a 



tornado, find a place to hide that does not have any windows. If you cannot find a 
safe place inside a building to hide, lie flat in a ditch or other dry, low place. Do not 
stay in a car or mobile home because they can be picked up by the tornado. 
Formation of Tornadoes  

Most tornadoes form during thunderstorms. When a warm, moist air mass meets with 
a cold dry air mass, an unstable atmosphere results. Unlike hurricanes, tornadoes 
can form over land instead of only over oceans.  
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6. 9. Describe air masses and how 

they move.  

10. List the factors that influence Weather and 
Climate.  

Reference 
Page  

Study Island. (n.d.). Retrieved March 22, 2020, from 
https://app61.studyisland.com/cfw/subject/view  

subject-v2/a8715?CFID=c730f18d-0dec-4992-b4d1 
8908551b3bbb&CFTOKEN=0&packID=a913b688&appRnd=158491
5140911.  

Week 2 of Online Learning  

Date: March 30 – April 3  

Standards: E.7.9A.1; E.7.9A.3  

Lesson Topic: Weather Maps and Predicting Weather  

Send all completed work to: 
jerviecemanning@cantonschools.net 

Agenda:  



March 30, 2020 
(Monday)  

• Read lesson topic “Weather 
Maps.”  
• Answer the discussion question (100 words minimum—Due Tuesday 
night—March 31)  
• Respond to your daily 
journal  

March 31, 2020 
(Tuesday)  

• Complete discussion question and submit (if it was not submitted 
Monday night)  
• Type vocabulary words in complete sentences (Due 
Thursday—April 2)  
• Respond to your daily 
journal  

April 1, 2020 
(Wednesday)  

• Read lesson topic “Weather and 
Climate.”  
• Respond to a classmate’s discussion question (75 words minimum—Due 
Friday, April 3rd)  
• Respond to you daily 
journal  

April 2, 2020 
(Thursday)  

• Answer questions 1-10 (due Friday, April 
3rd)  
• Respond to your daily 
journal  



April 3, 2020 
(Friday)  

• Biweekly quiz (Quiz information will be sent on Friday. You will have 24 hours to 
complete the quiz)  
• Respond to your daily journal and submit your daily 
journal  

Discussion Question:  
What is the difference between weather and 
climate? How are maps used to predict the 
weather?  

Daily Journal Entry  
(minimum of 100 word requirement—send completed 
journal on Friday to jerviecemanning@cantonschools.net):  

Monday: COVID-19 has affected the people of the United States in many ways. How 
has it affected you personally?  

Tuesday: Working from home is a little bit different from working from school. Do 
you prefer to work from home or school? Why or why not?  

Wednesday: I personally miss each and everyone of you. Is there a teacher, 
principal, assistant principal, classmate, custodian, cafeteria worker, etc that you 
miss? Write them a letter.  

Thursday: After completing your lessons and readings for this week and last week, 
what knowledge have you gained?  



Friday: Choose a topic of your choice. Tell me something 

exciting. Vocabulary Words  
(use your reading to define your words):  

High pressure system Diverge Warm front Low pressure system Cold front 
Stationary front Trough Occluded front Isobars Millibars Satellite map Weather 
Climate Temperature Wind speed Wind direction Clouds Precipitation Average 
temperature Usual wind  

temperatur
e Average precipitation Polar Desert Temperate Tropical  

Tool
s  

Finish Weather 
Maps  

Weather maps are models of the weather. They are tools that help us identify 
and predict weather in a specific geographic area.  

Weather Patterns  
Weather patterns in the United States generally move from west to east across the 
country. A map of today's weather can help predict the weather in the next few days 
because many patterns will move eastward into new areas.  



Image courtesy of NOAA 

Map Lines & Symbols  
The lines and symbols on a weather map, like the one shown above, give 
important information about the air masses present in different areas. These air 
masses help influence the weather in predictable ways. Learning the meaning of 
the lines and symbols can help you understand and predict how the weather will 
change in your area.  

Important weather map symbols are shown below:  

High pressure system A high pressure system is a local area of air that is at higher 
pressure than the air masses around it. High pressure systems tend to be made up 
of cooler air. Air tends to diverge, or spread out from high pressure systems.  

Low pressure system A low pressure system is a local area of air that is at a 
lower pressure than air masses around it. Low pressure systems tend to be 
made up of warmer air. Low pressure systems are often at the center of severe 



weather.  

Warm front A warm front is a "boundary" that is created when a warm air mass 
moves in to meet an area of cold air.  

Cold front A cold front is a "boundary" that is created when a cold air mass moves 
in to meet an area of warm air.  

Stationary front A stationary front occurs when a warm air mass has met a cold air 
mass and both air masses are at a standstill.  



Trough A trough is an elongated area of low 
pressure.  

Occluded front An occluded front occurs where a faster-moving cold air front is 
overtaking a warm front. The air from the cold air mass is coming into contact with 
cooler air that was ahead of the warm front. Since the air in the cold front can be 
either cooler or warmer than the cool air in front of the warm air mass, many different 
kinds of weather can occur. Changes in wind direction or temperature may take 

place, and either steady rain or storms may form. Temperatures & 
Icons  
Weather maps may also show temperatures and icons. Temperatures are shown as 
numbers and are usually given in degrees Fahrenheit in the United States. Icons are  
small pictures, such as pictures of the Sun or clouds. An example of these are 
shown on the map below.  



Modified from image courtesy of NOAA 

Atmospheric Pressure  
Atmospheric pressure is often shown on maps that show isobars. Isobars are lines 
on a map that show points of equal pressure. The units are often shown in millibars 
(mbar). The map below shows atmospheric pressures across the continental United 
States.  



The blue shaded area in the west represents an area of the United States with higher 
pressures, which likely means fair weather. The red shaded area in the east 
represents a lower pressure region where there is likely more precipitation.  

Isobars can be used to determine the pressure in one particular area. A model of 
isobars is shown below with a location labeled X.  

Since this is about halfway between isobars of 986 and 990 mbar, the location 

likely has an atmospheric pressure of about 988 mbar. Satellite Maps  
Advancements in technology have been very important in helping to measure and 
predict the weather. For example, satellites that orbit in space have digital cameras  
and radar equipment. Radar works to provide images of clouds and moisture in the 



atmosphere by sending out a beam of energy and recording the amount of energy 
that is reflected back and the amount of time the reflection takes. The images from 
weather satellites are very valuable for mapping the weather over large areas of 
the globe.  

Maps created from satellite images are used to show the locations of clouds, 
the temperature of clouds, and the amount of precipitation that has fallen 
recently.  

Modified from image courtesy of NOAA  

The different colors used inside the shapes may stand for the temperature of the 
clouds or they may stand for different amounts or types of precipitation. Often, a map 
key will be provided that tells what each color on the map stands for. Generally, the 
darker the color of masses on the map, the heavier the cloud cover or precipitation.  
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Tool
s  

Weather & Climate  

Weather and climate are both ways of looking at weather conditions. Weather looks at short- 



term conditions and describes conditions in a certain place at a certain time. Climate, on the 
other hand, looks at long-term weather patterns and describes the weather that is typical for 
a certain area.  

For example, saying that today was warm and sunny is describing the weather. 
Saying that conditions during the summer are usually warm and sunny is 

describing the climate. Describing the Weather  
The conditions that describe the weather are measured over a short period of 
time, such as a few hours or a few days. These conditions are measured in many 
ways.  

• Temperature: Daily weather is usually given by the high and low temperature for that 
day. A day's weather may have a high of 28°C (82°F) and a low of 19°C (66°F).  

• Wind Speed: Wind speed tells how fast the wind is blowing. Stronger winds have a 
higher wind speed.  

• Wind Direction: Wind direction measures which way the wind is blowing from. For 
example, a northern wind is usually cool because it blows colder air from the north 
toward the south.  

• Clouds: There are many different types of clouds. The clouds that are present on a 
particular day are part of the weather.  

• Precipitation: Precipitation describes any form of water that falls from a cloud, such as 
rain, snow, sleet, or hail. If it rains on Tuesday, then Tuesday's weather will be described 
as rainy. The amount of rain that falls over a short time is also part of the weather. 

Precipitation is usually measured in inches. Describing the Climate  
The climate of an area describes the weather patterns that are most common in 
that area. Climate is measured over a long period of time, such as a season or a 
year. The list below shows some long term weather patterns that tell about the 
climate of an area.  



• Average Temperature: The average of all the daily high or low temperatures over a 
long period of time.  

• Usual Wind Direction: The direction that the wind blows from most often.  

• Average Precipitation: The average amount of rain, snow, sleet, or hail that an area 

receives over a long period of time. Climates Around the World  
Places that have similar overall weather conditions have the same type of climate. 
Some of the major types of climates are listed below. These climates are only a 
few of the possible climates that a place might have.  

• Polar climates have cold temperatures and snow throughout the year.  

• Desert climates have very little rainfall throughout the year.  

• Temperate climates have moderate rainfall and moderate temperatures, and both 
remain about the same throughout the year.  

• Tropical climates have moderate to high temperatures throughout the year. Tropical 
climates also have a wet season and a dry season.  

A polar climate has continually cold temperatures and usually a lot of snow and ice.  



Species that can survive for long periods without water, such as cacti, are well-suited for the desert climate.  

Seattle, Washington has a temperate climate with moderate temperatures and rain year-round.  

A tropical climate will have a yearly wet season. 
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Referenc
e  

Study Island. 
https://app61.studyisland.com/cfw/content/show-lesson/aa10ce6b?CFID=7ff971a2-43ee- 
4a37-b4b9-24c7590ec6c8&CFTOKEN=0&packID=a913b688&appRnd=1585330823155  



USA 
TestPrep  

Week 3 and 4 of Online Learning  

Date: April 6—April 18  

Standards: E.7.9A.4; E.7.9A.5; E.7.9A.7  

Lesson Topic: Climate  

Send all complete work to: 
jerviecemanning@cantonschools.net 

Agenda:  
April 6, 2020—April 11, 2020—ALL ASSIGNMENTS DUE 
TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 2020 @ 5PM  

Read lesson topics “Factors Influencing Climate” and “Ocean Currents 
and Climate”  

Answer 
questions:  

1. List the factors that influence 
climate. 2. List and explain the 3 
climate zones.  

Research the topic “Factors that Influence 
Climate.”  

1. Type a 5-paragraph paper on the 
topic.  

a. The paper must include both an introductory and conclusion 
paragraph.  

The body should contain 3 detailed paragraphs. b. This paper should be a 
minimum of 500 words—points will be deducted  

for incomplete 
submissions.  



Complete your weekly journal—entries must be 75 words 
minimum  

1. Monday: Write about a time you got caught doing something you should 
not have  

been doing. 2. Tuesday: What is your greatest belief: Why do you feel so strongly 
about it? 3. Wednesday: Write about a person you admire. How can you 
emulate him or her? 4. Thursday: Write about how technology has 
changed the way students learn today. 5. Friday: Choose a topic of your 
own to write about.  

April 13, 2020—April 18, 2020—ALL ASSIGNMENTS DUE 
SUNDAY, APRIL 19, 2020 @5PM  

Read lesson topics “Convection In the Atmosphere” and “Global Currents 
and Climate.”  

Complete with 10 
questions.  

Complete biweekly 
assessment  

Complete a powerpoint about COVID-19 (if you have submitted a powerpoint, 
please update)  

1. Background 2. International, national, 
and local situation 3. Characteristics of 
COVID-19 4. Public health and CDC 5. 
Prevention 6. Guidance for school  

Complete your weekly journal—entries must be 75 words 
minimum  

1. Monday: Choose a scientist, ANY SCIENTIST. List their discovery and give 
interesting facts  

about them. 2. Wednesday: Is working from home getting easier? Why or why not? 
3. Thursday: If you could only take 3 things to a dessert or island, what would 
you take and  

why? 4. Friday: Write a review about the most recent movie or TV show you 
loved, and try to  

convince others to 
watch it.  



Climate  

Tool
s  

Finish 

Climate  

The climate of a particular area is a description of long-term weather patterns, including 

average temperature and precipitation amounts. Factors Influencing 
Climate  
The climate of an area is defined based on the weather patterns of the area. Weather 
is a description of the immediate conditions of the environment of a particular 
location. Weather includes how hot or cold it is, whether it is wet or dry, and weather 
it is clear or cloudy. Climate is a description of the long term patterns in a region's 
weather. For example, saying that today was warm and sunny is describing the 
weather. Saying that conditions in summer are normally warm and sunny is 
describing the climate.  

The climate of a region is influenced by many factors 
including:  

• The amount of energy received from the Sun—Regions that receive more direct 
sunlight tend to be warmer.  

• Patterns in the movement of air masses (fronts)—Air masses carry moisture and 
can change the weather conditions.  

• Elevation—Locations at higher elevations tend to be cooler because the atmosphere 
at higher elevations is less dense and it holds less heat.  

• Proximity to mountains—Mountains can block rain from reaching some areas.  

• Proximity to water and the water cycle—Areas near water tend to receive more 
precipitation and have more moderate temperatures year round.  



• Living things—Forests and other vegetation can cover large areas, changing the 
amount of light absorbed beneath them and therefore heating or cooling the area.  

No two areas are affected by these conditions in the exact same way. This means 

that no two areas have the exact same climate or weather patterns. Ocean 
Effects on Climate  
Areas that are close to large bodies of water, like an ocean, sea, or even a large 
lake, generally have a lower range of temperatures than areas that are not located 
near water. This is because water heats and cools more slowly than land. When the 
air temperature in an area changes, water stays at a more constant temperature. The 
result is that locations by the ocean or other large bodies of water usually do not get 
as cold in the winter or as hot in the summer as locations that are located inland.  

Areas that are close to water also generally have more precipitation than areas that              
are not located near water. This is because as water evaporates from the bodies of               
water, clouds form. These clouds move over land, where they can cause rain.  

Locations near the ocean generally have more rain and a lower temperature range than inland locations at the same 

latitude. Mountain Effects on Climate  
When a large body of water is located near a mountain, warm, moist air from the 
body of water will travel up the mountain. As the air cools and condenses, it will 
release the moisture as rain. By the time the air reaches the top of the mountain, it 
will have dried out. This cold, dry air will then flow down the other side of the 
mountain. This process causes the downward side of the mountain to be very dry and 
receive much less rain than the side of the mountain that faces the body of water.  



Regions that are located on the side of the mountain that faces away from a large body of water tend to have a very dry 

climate. Climate Zones  
Differences in the solar radiation received at different latitudes of the Earth result in 
different climate zones. This is why similar patterns can be seen in the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres as warm air from the equator moves toward the poles.  

In the Northern Hemisphere, the tropical region begins at the equator and extends 
to about 23°N latitude. The equator receives a greater input of solar radiation than 
any other location on Earth. This causes the air at the equator to warm. The warm air 
rises at the equator and moves toward the North Pole until it reaches the beginning of 
the temperate region. The temperate region begins at about 23°N latitude and 
extends to about 67°N latitude. At 23°N, warm air arriving from the equator begins to 
cool and sink toward the Earth's surface. The sinking air moves along the Earth's 
surface toward the  



Equator or toward the northern end of the temperate region (67°N). At the northern 
end of the temperate region, air warms and rises. Some of this warm air travels south, 
where it sinks at the southern end of the temperate region. Some of the warm air 
travels toward the North Pole. The polar region begins at about 67°N latitude and 
extends to the North Pole. Warm air traveling toward the North Pole gradually cools 
as it nears the pole, where solar radiation is very limited. The air becomes very cold 
and sinks toward the Earth's surface. The descending cold air then travels along 
Earth's surface back toward the south. As it moves toward the south, the air is 
gradually warmed and rises again at the boundary between the polar and temperate 
regions (at about 67°N).  
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Ocean Currents & Climate  

Ocean currents dramatically influence local climate and temperature patterns 
globally.  

Currents are continuous, directed flows of ocean water, which are driven by various 
forces, including temperature gradients, the Coriolis force, water salinity, the tides, 

and winds. Currents & Energy  
Due to the high specific heat capacity of water—relative to land—the ocean currents 
transport energy to different portions of the planet, and this can have significant 
impacts on the climate in these regions. Western Europe, for example, is significantly 
warmer than other parts of the world that are at the same latitude. This is caused by 
the warm water of the Gulf Stream flowing in a northeasterly direction toward 
Western Europe.  

Many of the major Atlantic and Pacific ocean currents are depicted 
below.  



Ocean currents are one of the dominant factors in the Earth's climate system. Since 
water absorbs energy more readily than does land, currents act to transport heat to 
different parts of the globe. Page2/4  
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The energy that drives wind in the atmosphere comes from the Sun. Convection             
drives local wind patterns. It combines with the Earth's rotational motion to create             
global wind patterns.  

Wind: Convection in the Atmosphere  
Different portions of the Earth receive different amounts of sunlight because of the 
Earth's tilt on it axis. Only one half of the Earth receives sunlight at a time. Also, the 
parts of the Earth where the Sun is directly overhead receive more solar energy. The 
tropics and the equator receive more energy than the poles. This is why the poles are 
much colder than the tropics.  



The Sun's rays fall directly on the Earth near the equator, but they fall at an angle on the rest of the 
planet.  

The uneven heating of the Earth causes constant change in the atmosphere as 
temperatures and pressures move toward equilibrium. These changes are manifested  
as global and local wind patterns. When a region of the Earth's surface warms, this 
causes the surface air above this region to expand and rise. This is associated with 
low air pressure. Winds tend to travel from regions of high air pressure to regions of 
low air pressure. In other words, as this warm air expands and rises, cooler, denser 
air rushes in to replace it along the ground. This is the main cause of surface winds.  

Afternoon thunderstorms can result from atmospheric convection. When air is heated 
and the warm moist air rises over the course of a day, the air may rise high enough 
to cool the water vapor so that it forms clouds and rain.  

Uneven heating can cause surface wind in coastal areas because land heats up and 
cools down more quickly than water. Because water heats and cools more slowly 
than land, large bodies of water tend to have a moderating effect on the 
temperatures over nearby land masses. Each day, when the Sun sets, land cools, 
thus cooling the air above it. Water takes more time to cool down, so the air over 
water can stay warmer longer. This causes a difference in air pressure, or an air 



pressure gradient, between areas over land and areas over water. In coastal regions, 
where land and water are close together, two patterns of air movement can 
occur—land breeze and sea breeze.  
• Sea Breeze: During a sea breeze, the wind blows off the water toward the land. A sea 
breeze arises when the temperature over land is greater than the temperature over water. 
In this case, the air pressure is lower over the land, so the cool air will blow from the sea 
towards the land. This happens most often in the afternoon.  

Image courtesy of 
NOAA  

• Land Breeze: During a land breeze, the wind blows off the land toward the water. This                 
happens when the temperature over the water is greater than the temperature over the              
land. Land breezes happen most often during the night and early morning because the  

land cools at a quicker rate than the 
water.  



Image courtesy of 
NOAA  

On a global scale, winds do not usually travel in straight lines from high pressure to 
low pressure. The direction that the wind travels tends to be twisted as a result of the 
Earth's daily rotation. For example, winds moving from high pressure regions near 
the equator tend to be twisted to the east as they move toward low pressure regions 
in the north. This is called the Coriolis effect. The Coriolis effect contributes to the 
rotation of cyclones, including hurricanes.  
Uneven heating of the Earth's surface by the Sun's light causes winds. Winds tend to blow from regions of high pressure 
to  

regions of low pressure. However, the Earth's rotation twists these winds, so they do not move in perfectly straight 

lines. Global Wind Patterns  
The equator receives the most direct sunlight, so the water in that area is generally 
warmer than other areas. This causes moisture to evaporate from the ocean. The 
warm, moist air rises and creates a low pressure area. As you start to move north 
or south of the equator, the warm air eventually cools and sinks. Some of this cool 
air moves back towards the equator, the rest moves towards the poles.  

The cool air that flows back to the equator is called trade winds (between latitude 0° 
and 30°). Trade winds flow from east to west. These winds will come together at an 
area called the doldrums. The doldrums have little to no wind. However, the weather 
can be aggressive. In fact, most hurricanes originate in this area. This is an area that 
ships try to avoid due to the lack of wind and threatening weather. Hurricanes 



generally gain energy from the warm tropical waters. Hurricanes and other tropical 
weather systems usually move along in the direction of the trade winds (east to west). 
If a tropical weather system moves into the westerly winds region, however, it can 
move from west to east. Winds between 30° and 60° latitude are called prevailing 
westerlies. They are named based on the direction from which they originate. 
Because prevailing westerlies blow from west to east, weather patterns in the region 
also move from west to east. The United States and most of Canada lie in this region, 
and the region's temperatures are affected most by seasonal changes. At the poles, 
the air is quite cold. The dense air will sink and then spread away from the poles. 
These air formations are called polar easterlies (between latitude 60° and 90°). 
Again, these originate in the east and blow towards the west. They will eventually 
meet up with the westerlies, which reduces their motion.  

The following diagram illustrates the global wind 
patterns.  

Image courtesy of NOAA and NWS  

Some wind patterns occur high in the atmosphere. A jet stream is a quick-moving 
ribbon of air that moves from west to east high in the troposphere. Jet streams 
constantly shift their position. As the changes in position occur, air masses and 
weather systems in the path of the jet streams are moved by the quick-moving air.  

The Northern and Southern Hemispheres each have two main jet streams—a polar 
jet stream and a subtropical jet stream, shown in the image below.  



Image courtesy of NOAA and NWS  

In the Northern Hemisphere, the polar jet stream brings cold weather conditions 
from the north, and the subtropical jet stream brings warm weather conditions from 
the south.  
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Global Currents & Climate  

Oceans cover about 70% of the Earth. The main way that energy is transferred in the oceans 
is through convection. This energy transfer has major effects on global climates.  

Convection in the Ocean  
The Sun heats Earth's oceans unevenly. Only half of Earth receives sunlight at one 
time. Also, the Sun's rays are more concentrated at the equator than at areas of 
higher latitude. For this reason, some parts of the oceans become warmer than 
other parts. Differences in temperature of the water can cause convection.  



A convection current will continually circulate the water in the oceans past the source of heat, helping to  

even out the temperature over all.  

Convection in the oceans causes the mixing of water that is at different temperatures. 
This is caused by the fact that warmer water is less dense than cooler water. Warm 
molecules are spread out; therefore, they do not place a lot of pressure on the area 
beneath. Cool molecules gathered close together place greater pressure on the area 
beneath. Convection in the ocean happens because warm water rises, while cool 

water sinks. Convection leads to the formation of ocean currents. Ocean 
Currents  
Currents are continuous, directed movements of ocean water that are produced by 
forces acting upon the water. Surface ocean currents are primarily formed by winds 
that cause the water to move in the direction that the wind is blowing. Deep ocean 
currents form due to Earth's gravity—different sections of ocean water sink and 
rise as currents due to differences in density. These density differences are caused 
by differences in salinity and temperature.  



Image courtesy of Argonne National 
Laboratory  

Ocean currents carry warm water from the equators along the surface of the ocean to 
the poles, where it cools and sinks. The water then returns along the bottom of the 
ocean to the equator, where it is heated again. This process creates a great 
"conveyor belt" that runs through the Earth's oceans, carrying water from the Atlantic 
Ocean to the Pacific and back over the course of 1,000 years.  

Where water rises from the bottom of the ocean to the surface, it brings nutrients from 
the ocean floor back up to where they can be reused. This is called upwelling and 

provides nutrients for much of the life in the ocean. Global Patterns in 
the Ocean  
Ocean currents help to distribute the high concentrations of energy near the equator 
to other regions of the globe. In general, currents flowing toward the equator bring 
cooler waters to some regions, while currents flowing away from the equator bring 
warmer waters to other regions.  
The movement of ocean currents can have a cooling effect or a warming effect on the 
regions near those currents. For example, the California current helps the west coast 
of the United States stay cooler during the summer. The Gulf Stream, however, 
carries warm water to the North Atlantic, resulting in warmer winters in the British 
Isles.  



Image courtesy of NOAA  

Oceans can have a major effect on climate in another way also. Water absorbs solar 
energy without changing temperature much. This means that ocean temperature 
remains within a small range throughout the year, even when the amount of solar 
energy received is changing. This explains why the climate in coastal areas changes 
less with the seasons than areas that are far away from the coast. Page4/4  
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